All logos appearing in this report and many others can be viewed in more detail with full metadata in the IntelCenter Database (ICD) by entering the Logo ID#. For more details visit http://www.intelcenter.com/icd/ or email info@intelcenter.com.

Please Note: Groups in Syria are in a constant state of flux. Group alliances, names and logos are changing at a rapid pace. This report covers only a portion of the groups operating there. For the latest and most accurate information, please check the IntelCenter Database (ICD).
ID#283
Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With
Syria

ID#239 313 Brigade
Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With
Syria

ID#175 al-Fajr Movement
Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With
Syria
ID#70 al-Manarah al-Bayda Foundation
Syria
Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With
Jabhat al-Nusrah

ID#258 al-Tawheed Army
Syria
Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With
Islamic Syrian Front (ISF)

ID#277 Banner of Islam in Damascus
Syria
Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With
**Battalion of Military Engineering**

ID#274  
Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With  
Syria

**Boukamal News (BN)**

ID#237  
Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With  
Syria

**Brigade of the Knights of the North**

ID#273  
Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With  
Syria
**Ebad al-Rahman Battalion**

ID#267

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With

Syria

**Free Syrian Army (FSA)**

ID#83

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With

Syria

**Free Syrian Army (FSA) - al-Umayyads Brigade**

ID#174

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With

Syria

Free Syrian Army (FSA)
ID# 178  Free Syrian Army (FSA) - Damascus Command

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With
Free Syrian Army (FSA)

ID# 172  Free Syrian Army (FSA) - Farouk Battalion

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With
Free Syrian Army (FSA)

ID# 278  Free Syrian Army (FSA) - Friendly Battalion

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With
Free Syrian Army (FSA)
**Free Syrian Army (FSA) - Martyrdom Battalion**

ID# 275

Syria

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With

Free Syrian Army (FSA)

---

**Free Syrian Army (FSA) - Relief Authority Syria**

ID# 270

Syria

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With

---

**Hamza Battalion**

ID# 266

Syria

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With
**Hawk’s Brigade**

ID#279

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With

Syria

---

**Immigrants Battalion al-Sham**

ID#268

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With

Syria

---

**Islamic Movement of Free Men of Greater Syria [Harakat Ahrar al-Sham al-Islamiyya]**

ID#257

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With

Syria
Islamic Syrian Front (ISF)

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With
Syria

Islamic Vanguard Group

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With
Syria

Jabhat al-Nusrah

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With
Syria
ID#173  Jund al-Islam
Syria
Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With
al-Fajr Movement

ID#242  Jund al-Sham
Syria
Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With

ID#92  Kataib Ahrar al-Sham [Battalions of the Free People of al-Sham]
Syria
Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With
Kataib al-Muhajerin
ID#262
Syria

Kataib Muhajir al-Sham
ID#238
Syria

Liwa al-Islam
ID#187
Syria
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID#</th>
<th>Group Name</th>
<th>Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>Liwa al-Tawheed</td>
<td></td>
<td>Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232</td>
<td>Liwa al-Ummah</td>
<td></td>
<td>Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>282</td>
<td>Nobility and Development Front</td>
<td></td>
<td>Syria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Praise to Allah Brigade

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With

SSP in the Levant

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With

Syrian Islamic Liberation Front

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With
ID#269  

**Tabaka News**

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With  
Syria

---

ID#271  

**The Battle of Revenge for the Martyrs of the River**

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With  
Syria

---

ID#281  

**The Brigade of Proud Halab [Aleppo]**

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With  
Syria  
Free Syrian Army (FSA)
ID# 272

The Military Revolutionary Council at Idlib: Shield of Idlib
Brigades: Battalion of Umar al-Mukhtar

Sub-Group Of/Affiliated With

Syria
IntelCenter Database (ICD)


The new ICD now contains seven different data sources covering terrorist and rebel incidents, threats, videos, photos, logos, identification photos and recognition photos of vehicles, weapons, clothing and more. All subscriptions now contain access to all seven Components for one simple price. The ICD gives you a comprehensive one-stop shop for data from as recent as a few minutes ago to more than 20 years back on any computer, smart phone or tablet from anywhere in the world with an Internet connection. Access is provided via username/password from the IntelCenter site. Enterprise accounts are available.

Video Component
The Video Component allows unprecedented access to more than 820 hours of terrorist and rebel videos going back more than 20 years and covering thousands of videos. It is updated daily with new releases, providing immediate access to the latest hostage videos, threat statements, attack footage and more. Subscribers are notified by email when new videos are added. All videos are presented in their highest quality format up to HD quality when available and can be viewed within the ICD screen or full screen at the click of a button. Powerful search features allow you to find videos by release date, group, video production group, speaker, language, main themes, regional focus and more.

Incident Component
The Incident Component allows full searching of all terrorist attacks, threats and other developments going back 13 years and covering more than 110,000 records. The database features full tagging so you can find the target and tactic sets you need without having to struggle with keyword searches. Group names are listed in prepopulated lists to make it easy to identify the ones you need without having to figure out spellings. Statistical analysis tools allow you to quickly identify trending and pattern data for lethality, tactics and targets. The ICD-I is updated daily with new attacks as they occur. It contains the full archives of the Daily Incident Report (DIR) and more.

Threat Component
The Threat Component allows full searching of all terrorist and rebel threats, claims and other communications going back 12 years and covering more than 1,000 threats. You can search for threats by group, country, date, keyword and tagged classifications covering tactics, targets and more. Group names are listed in prepopulated lists to make it easy to identify the ones you need without having to figure out spellings. The Threat Component is updated daily with new threats and communications as they occur. It contains the full archive of the Threat & Communications Monitor (TCM).

Photo Component
Archive of raw terrorist and rebel photography released by the groups. Fully searchable on group name, country and content of photos. Updated daily as groups release new material.
Logo Component
Features hundreds of logos and symbols from terrorist and rebel groups. Each entry has a primary logo and up to five additional logos and symbols. Fully searchable by country, group and visual characteristics of the primary logo, including color, shape and objects. Updated daily as new logos and symbols are discovered.

Facial Component
Features more than a thousand photos of known terrorist/rebel group members for identification purposes. Contains a primary face shot, left side of face, right side of face, upper face angle, left hand, right hand and full body. Fully searchable by name, group, date of birth, country, nationality and more. Updated daily as new photos are identified.

Recognition Component
Supports analysis and awareness within an area of operation of what one is likely to encounter. Features photos of terrorist/rebel group weapons, clothing, vehicles, communications, training camps and more. Searchable by country, group and type. Updated daily as new material becomes available.

Hostage Component
Quickly and easily check the status and history of hostages currently being held and previous kidnappings with 1-click links to all related communications and videos. Ability to search on hostage name, nationality, country kidnapped from and country likely to be held in. Enables you to instantly see how many days have elapsed since the hostage was kidnapped, the last communication and the last time an image of the hostage was released. You can also see chronological stills of the images released by the group of the hostage.

Geospatial Component
Visual mapping of IntelCenter's threat, incident, video, kidnapping and other repositories as well as special current analytical products delivered through the ArcGIS platform.

Pricing:

Single User Level Pricing:
• 1-user for 1-year - US$4,500
• 2-5 users for 1-year- US$8,995
• 6-10 users for 1-year - US$18,000

Concurrent User Level Pricing:
Please email info@intelcenter.com for a quote.

Enterprise Level Pricing:
Please email info@intelcenter.com for a quote.

For More Info, To Schedule an Online Demo & for Ordering
• http://www.intelcenter.com/icd/
• email info@intelcenter.com
• call 703-370-2962
This 190-page book is designed to assist counterterrorism professionals with the identification of logos used by terrorist and rebel groups around the world and others associated with them. It includes 244 logos from 176 different groups.

Every effort was made to obtain the highest-quality versions of logos and their variations. However, when only a low-quality version was available it was still included as to provide at least some assistance in identification. Groups are listed in alphabetical order. The country most associated with the group, typically its primary area of operation, is listed along with the country flag. All logos have an ID# to the left of the group name. This number can be used in the Logo Component of the IntelCenter Database (ICD) to pull up additional details and the most recent data.

The primary logo is always shown at the top of the page with up to two alternate logos shown below if available. Alternate logos are frequently variations of the dominant logo used by the group but also may include previous versions of the logo. Media arms, military wings and other arms of groups have their own page. The group they are part of is listed in “Sub-Group Of/ Affiliated With”. While logos tend to be relatively stable for groups operating around the world, groups such as those in Libya and Syria are generally in constant flux. Consequently, caution should be taken to account for possible changes in group alignments, membership and logo design that may have occurred after the release of this book.

The most current logo data and additional details can always be found in the IntelCenter Database (ICD) Logo Component. For additional details on the ICD, please visit http://www.intelcenter.com/icd/ or email info@intelcenter.com.

Available directly from IntelCenter (http://www.intelcenter.com) and on Amazon and other major booksellers.

Color and Black & White editions are available.

**Color 2nd Edition:**
ISBN: 978-1606760475
Price: US$140
Pages: 190
Dimensions: 9.21 x 6.14 inches
Edition: 2nd (5 Nov. 2012)

**B&W 2nd Edition:**
ISBN: 978-1606760482
Price: US$29
Pages: 190
Dimensions: 9.21 x 6.14 inches
Edition: 2nd (5 Nov. 2012)
This 402-page full-color book is designed to assist counterterrorism professionals with the identification of members of terrorist and rebel groups around the world and others associated with them. It includes imagery on 383 people for a total of 662 photos.

Where possible one main face shot, two alternates, left and right profiles and an upper angle are shown. Every effort was made to obtain the highest-quality versions of each photo. However, when only a low-quality version was available it was still included as to provide at least some assistance in identification. Individuals are listed in alphabetical order by their most common name. Aliases are shown below the main photo when available. If there is a particularly common alias it is sometimes displayed with the primary name.

The primary group the individual is associated with is shown with its logo along with date of birth, height in inches and weight in pounds. Nationality is listed with the country flag as well as the country name and flag for where they are most likely located. All individuals have an ID#. This number can be used in the Facial Component of the IntelCenter Database (ICD) to pull up additional details and the most recent data. Notes appear when available below the primary photo. They include key details on the individual. Another section called, “Marks” contains any known key distinguishing marks such as scars and injuries.

While every effort was made to include the most up-to-date information for each individual, the information available and its lifespan is in a state of constant flux. Looks change over time, prisoners escape or are released, conflicting reporting on whether or not someone is actually dead and group members surrendering and renouncing their former groups are all constant issues. This book should only be used as a starting point and then confirmed through additional sources.

The most current facial data and additional details can always be found in the IntelCenter Database (ICD) Facial Component. For additional details on the ICD, please visit http://www.intelcenter.com/icd/ or email info@intelcenter.com.

Available directly from IntelCenter (http://www.intelcenter.com) and on Amazon and other major booksellers.

Color and Black & White editions are available.

Color 1st Edition:
ISBN: 978-1606760499
Price: US$270
Pages: 402
Dimensions: 9.21 x 6.14 inches
Edition: 1st (15 Nov. 2012)

B&W 1st Edition:
ISBN: 978-1606760505
Price: US$49
Pages: 402
Dimensions: 9.21 x 6.14 inches
Edition: 1st (15 Nov. 2012)